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ENT

A student who exhibits all or most of these
characteristics, would be a good fit for
Rocklin Virtual Campus.

A student who exhibits some of these
characteristics, could be a good fit for
Rocklin Virtual Campus if a few adjustments
could be made to be successful.

A student who exhibits very few of these
characteristics would not be a good fit for
Rocklin Virtual campus and should
participate in in-person instruction through
Rocklin Unified School District.

One study room with an RVC Teacher to
help in their subject area and/or chance to
study with other students 
One social room for general
conversation
One room with dedicated daily
entertainment topics for specialized
discussion
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SELF
MOTIVATED

DIGITALLY
RESPONSIBLE

ENGAGED

RESILIENT INDEPENDENT

Work through something that is
difficult (problem solve)
Determination to get work done
Persistence to find solutions
when there are difficulties with
classwork or technology
Growth mindset

Working by yourself (very rare
group work opportunities)
Schedule your own day with 4-5
hours of work on Edgenuity
Follow target date deadlines
and keeping a calendar or
planner
Prioritize tasks

Work when nobody is there to
tell you to get the work done
Desire to excel and to do well
Able to avoid distractions
during work time

Utilize technology responsibly
Enjoy learning new technology
Uses Academic Integrity 
Communicate via email in a
timely way

Attend class daily and
participate in activities virtually
Camera turned on during virtual
meetings
Work independently on school
work for 4-6 hours a day
Participate in note taking for
online courses

SELF
ADVOCATE

Reach out to teacher  to get
support when struggling (office
hours and emails)
Willingness to work with other
students for support
Asks questions to clarify
directions 

https://www.signupgenius.com/go/8050849aca62da7fc1-study

